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OI'TICAl. DISK A i\' I ) OPTICAL DISK DklVi: DI-V'ICI-'

liACKCROUM) 01- Till-: INVKNTION

The present, invent, ion relates to an optical disk

permitting- reading" and writing- of data while, being- rotated

at a constant angular velocity, and more particularly to an

optical disk having" a recording- surface divided into a

plurality of zones, with clocks of higher frequencies being-

used for the access to the more outward zones so that the

recording linear density is substantially identical between

the outer and inner zones.

The present invention also relates to an optical disk

which contains different types of recording- media for the

respective zones, and in which the types of the respective

zones can be altered during- use of the disk.

The present invention also relates to an optical disk

drive device used for writing in and reading from the above-

mentioned optical disks.

Known optical disks of the type having a storage

capacity of 1 GB on each surface have a format proposed in

ECMA/TC31/92/36 . According to this proposal, the recording

surface of the optical disk is divided into a plurality of

zones equally, i.e.. such that the numbers of the physical

tracks in the respective zones are substantially equal. The

number of zones depends on the size of* the sector. IT "each
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sector consists of 5 1 2 bytes, the number of the /.ones is r>.\.

Jf each sec: tor consists of 10 24 bytes, the n umber of Lho

zones i s ;50 .

Each physical track has an integ-er number of' sectors.

The number of sectors in each track is constant throughout

each zone. The number of sectors in each track is larger in

more outward zones.

The optical disks that are available are either those

of the R/W (read/write or rewritable) type which permit

writing and rewriting as desired, and those of the wo

(write-once) type which permit writing only once after

fabrication, and those of 0-ROM (embossed) type in which

data is written at the time of fabrication, by embossing,

and which do not permit writing after fabrication.

The number of sectors in each physical track differs

from one zone to another, as described above. A complex

algorithm is needed for indexing the physical location of

the target .sector when for instance the optical disk is used

as a SCSI device, and is supplied with linear (consecutiye-

integer-numbered) logical addresses- Moreover, the data

field in each sector in an innermost physical track of a

certain zone and the header field in each sector .in an

outermost physical track of another zone next to and inside

of the first-mentioned zone may be adjacent to each other,

with the result that, the crosstalk from the header field may
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degrade Liu: (juai i Ly of l he data read from the data field.

This is because the information In the header* field is

written in the form of pit (embossment) and has a greater-

degree of modulation, causing- a greater crosstalk, while the

information in the data field is ma^neto-opticaily written

and has a smaller degree of modulation. In this connection,

it is noted that within each zone, header fields in all the

tracks are radially aligned and data fields in all the

tracks are radially aligned, so that a header field and a

data field will not be adjacent to each other.

It is also desired that recording- areas of the R/W

type, of the WO type and of the 0-ROM type be co-existing- in

a single disk to expand the application of the disks. In

the past, optical disks of the P-ROM type, in which the

recording areas of the R/W type and the recording- areas of

t:he 0-ROM type are coexisting:, were available. But, no

other combination of recording areas have been known.

SUMMARY -OF THE INVENTION

An object of the Invention is to provide an optical

disk which enables quick indexing of the physical location

of the target sector responsive to a given address.

Another object of the invention is to provide an

optical disk permitting mixed presence of recording areas of*

different types.
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A further objcci. of". the Irivp.nUon is Lo provide ,m

optical ciisk drive device used for such optical disks.

According to a first aspect of the invention, the re: is

provided an optical disk comprising- a recording- region,

physical tracks in saicJ recording- region each corresponding

to one revolution, said recording- region being* divided into

a plurality of zones by one or more circular boundary lines

centered on the center of the disk, each zone comprising* a

plurality of physical tracks adjacent to each other, wherein

an integer number of sectors are provided in each physical

track, the angular recording- density is higher in the more

outward zones such that the linear recording density is

substantially constant throughout the recording region, and

logical tracks are formed of a predetermined number of

sectors, independent of the physical tracks.

With the above arrangement, each logical track is

formed of sectors, independent of the physical tracks, and

the number of the sectors in each logical track is constant

throughout the recording region, regardless of the radial

position of the sector within the recording region, so that

the conversion between the logical track and sector

addresses read from the disk, at the sectors being accessed

by the read/write head, and the linear logical addresses

(one-dimensional addresses, or addresses represented by

consecutive integers) supplied from a host device is easy.

A-



and Uu: grouping and defect ma ria gciuc n I arc easy.

The addresses written in headers of the sectors in the

logical track in which data are actually recorded, including

substitute sectors used in place of defect sectors, arc

preferably consecutive to further facilitate the conversion

between the logical track and sector addresses read from the

disk and the linear logical addresses supplied from the host

device

.

The difference obtained by subtracting the number of

the logical tracks corresponding to each zone from the

number of the logical tracks corresponding to another zone

adjacent to and radially outside of said each zone is

preferably constant

.

With this arrangement, the address management of the

disk is facilitated, and the number of the logical tracks in

the zone in question can be determined through simple

calculation on integers, without referring to a table for

address conversion, and the determination of the target

sector during seek operation can be made with ease.

The number of the physical tracks of zones adjacent to

each other are preferably made equal by providing sectors in

which data is not recorded.

With this arrangement, the calculation for determining

the number of tracks to be traversed for accessing the

target track is easy, and the management: of the physical.
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location i s easy .

Addresses of the sectors In the tracks in which data Is

not recorded may be assigned independently of the addresses

of the sectors in the tracks In which data is recorded.

Similarly, addresses of the sectors in the test track in

each zone are assigned independently of the addresses of the

sectors in the tracks in which data is recorded. With this

arrangement ,
management of the tracks in which data is not

recorded and the test tracks is facilitated. The logical

track and sector addresses are of consecutive values, so

that the address management of the recorded data is

facilitated. Access management of the test tracks is also

facilitated

.

The difference obtained by subtracting the number of

sectors in each zone in which data is not recorded from the

number of sectors in another zone adjacent to and outside of

said each zone and in which data is not recorded is

preferably constant.

With this arrangement, the number of the sectors in

each zone in which data is not recorded can be determined

through simple calculation on integers, without referring to

a table, and the address management of .
the disk is easy.

Data may not be recorded in the outermost and innermost

physical tracks in each zone. This arrangement avoids

crosstalk at the boundary between zones. That is. the •
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header fields are not necessarily aJ [((iieci radially between

different zones, and the header' fields and the data fields

of tracks adjacent to each other and belonging to different

zones may be adjacent to each other. However, b}* the above

arrangement in which the outermost and innermost physical

tracks are not used for recording" data, the tracks in which

data is recorded is separated from the tracks of a different

zone, by at least one track in the same zone and in which

data is not recorded, so that the crosstalk is substantially

eliminated. Degradation in the quality of data or disorder

in tracking: can therefore be prevented, and the more

reliable data recording- is achieved.

At least one of said physical data in each zone may be

a test track used for adjustment of recording- power. With

this arrangement, the recording power can be adjusted for

each zone, and the reliability of the recording can be

further improved

.

Defect management may be effected for each zone. With

this arrangement, even where a defective track is found, it

can be substituted for by a track within the same zone, and

it is not necessary to switch the clock frequency while

accessing the substitute track. As a result, address

management for controlling the hardware depending on the

actual physical location (where the read/write head is

accessing), e.g.. for switching the clock frequency, and
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do foe I, mana tfemcn L can he achieved in common, so that Lhc

address ma na tfornen t. is achieved with a h i gh speed .

Kach logical track may be composed of Z lX sectors, with

n being an integer. With this arrangement, the addresses of

the sectors are represented by consecutive integers
, i.e.,

they are one-dimensional, so that the calculation of the

addresses of the sectors is easy.

An address of each sector may be written 2m times.
p
and

an ID may be added to the address at each occurrence to

indicate the order of the occurrence. With this

arrangement . the addresses each formed of the track address,

the sector address and the ID, are linear, or are

represented by consecutive integers. Accordingly, the

formatter used for formatting such a disk can be formed of a

counter. Moreover, the sector addresses can be determined

by counting up 2m times. The configuration of the formatter

Is therefore simple.

An address for each sector may comprise a track address

and a sector address, or a track address, a sector address

and an ID. which are arranged in the stated order from the

side of the MSB. The linear address is incremented by one

with increase of the sector number. The formatter is

therefore formed of a simple up-counter.

A predetermined number of bits from the head of the

address for each sector represents a "virtual logical track.

8 .



Since: the virtual track address Is always l.hc |> r ed et crni i nod

number of b i l.s . the conipa L i b i I I Ly with the ronvoiil.ion

optical disk drive devices is improved. f-'or instance,

according to the conventional optical disk standard, the 'PEP

region (phase encoding: part where the physical properties of

the disk or the conditions under which the writing; is to be

performed are written) has a region for track addresses of

only 16 bits. To be compatible with such a standard, 16

bits from the MSB are taken as the virtual track address.

It may be so arranged that an attribute, which is

either an attribute indicating a rewritable area, a write-

once area or a read-only area, can be independently set for

each zone. It is then possible to place different types of

areas in a single disk, in various combinations, and disk

which best suits to the intended applications can be

.obtained

.

A difference obtained by subtracting the number of

parity tracks of each zone from the number of parity tracks

of another zone adjacent to and outside of said each zone is

preferably constant. Then, it is possible to determine the

number of the parity tracks In each zone without referring:

to a table.

Where a rewritable area and a write-once area are both

provided in a single disk. It is preferable that a

rewritable area is provided outside of a write-once area.



This improves Liu: overall performance: of the: disk. This is

because t. he rewritable area is more frequently accessed than

the write-once area, and the data transfer is rate? is higher

in the more outward zones.

According- to another aspect of the invention, there is

provided an optical disk drive device for use in combination

with an optical disk comprising- a recording- region, physical

tracks in said recording region each corresponding- to one

revolution, said recording: region being" divided into a

plurality ox zones by one or more circular boundary lines

centered on the center of the disk, each zone comprising- a

plurality of tracks adjacent to each other, wherein an

integer number of sectors are provided in each physical

track, the angular recording density is higher in the more

outward zones such that the linear recording density is

substantially constant throughout the recording region, and

logical tracks are formed of a predetermined number of

sectors, independent of the physical tracks, said optical

disk drive device determining the logical track address and

the sector address responsive to a linear logical address by

determining the Integral quotient and the remainder by

dividing the linear logical by the number of the sectors per

logical track.

With the above arrangement, conversion from the linear

logical nddress supplied from the host device into the

10
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logical track and sector addresses can be achieved through

simple ca Iculrition on integers and without referring to a

table, so that the configuration of the drive device or the

software for implementing the conversion may be simple.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is

provided an optical disk drive, device for use in combination

with an optical disk comprising- a recording region, physical

tracks in said recording- region. each corresponding to one

revolution, said recording region being divided into a

plurality of zones by one or more circular boundary lines

centered on the center of the disk, each zone comprising a

plurality of tracks adjacent to each other, wherein an

integer number of sectors are provided in each physical

track, the angular recording density is higher in the more

outward zones such that the linear recording density is

substantially constant throughout the recording region, and

logical tracks are formed of a predetermined number of

sectors, independent of the physical tracks, wherein a

difference obtained by subtracting the number of the logical

tracks corresponding to each zone from the number of the

logical tracks corresponding another zone adjacent to and

radially outside of said each zone is of a constant value,

said optical disk drive device determining the zone

containing the target sre cor on the basis of a product: of

said constant value and the number of the /.ones.

.11
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Wii.h the above a r ra n Kcmc n t . Liu: /one can be flc icnn i ncd

through simplf! calculaUon on integers and wi Lhoui. referring

to a lahlc. so that. Liu: configuration of the device or the

software for implementing the determination of the /.one may

be simple.

According- to another aspect of the invention, there is

provided an optical disk drive device for use in combination

with an optical disk comprising a recording" region, physical

tracks in said recording region each corresponding to one

revolution, said recording region being divided into a

plurality of zones by one or more circular boundary lines

centered on the center of the disk, each zone comprising a

plurality of tracks adjacent to each other, wherein an

Integer number of sectors are provided in each physical

track, the angular recording density is higher in the more

outward zones such that the linear recording density is

substantially constant throughout the recording reg-ion. and

logical tracks are formed of a predetermined number of

sectors.- independent of the physical tracks, said optical

disk further comprising a table for recording attributes of

the respective zones, said attributes indicating- whether

each zone is designated as a rewritable- area , a write-once

area or a read-only area, said table being formed in at

least one track or in at Least one sector, said oprical disk

device comprising a means for altering the attributes of the

12
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r on|>o<: l. i vc /.ones .

With Lhc above a r r ;mi kciiicu t.
. i t is possible i.o a I l.cr I. he

rowr i l.ab I c: arf:?j l.o a wr j u: once area . Such ['imc i ion is

ciesi rod where lhc disk or pari of the disk is used for

storing data Chat should nou be altered without specific

permission. It is also possible to alter write-once area to

a rewritable area.

According- to another aspect of the invention, there is

provided an optical disk drive device for use in combination

with an optical disk comprising- a recording region, physical

tracks in said recording- region each corresponding: to one

revolution, said recording region being divided into a

plurality of zones by one or more circular boundary lines

centered on the center of the disk, each zone comprising a

plurality of tracks adjacent to each other, wherein an

integer number of sectors are provided in each physical

track, the angular recording density is higher in the more

outward zones such that the linear recording density is

substantially constant throughout the recording region, and

logical tracks are formed of a predetermined number of

sectors, independent of the physical tracks, said optical

disk comprising a first part of the recording region

designated as a rewritable area and a second part of the

recording region designated as a write-once area, said

optical disk device comprising a means for permitting access



of on I ;> . . : t ' i i * :\w i La i t 1 < • ;j rc;i I o a 1 1 o s I device, and means fo

;il Lcrim: -in ai. i.r ihui.c of said second pari. I' ram the write-

once area \<> Lin: r c v/ r i La l> 1 <: area and copyinj; the? da La in

said firs I pari Lo said second part while said host device

is mo l accessing the optical disk.

With the above arrangement, the host device needs only

to provided a single command, e.g., a back-up command.

Then, the drive device executes the back-up command by

copying" the data from one part of the disk to another. In

the execution of the command, the attributes of zhe zones

may be altered before and after copying the data. Moreover,

the back-up is achieved within a single disk, so that it is

not necessary to back-up the data using another disk.

The optical disk drive device may further comprise

means for copying the data in the second part to said first

part: while said host device is not accessing the optical

disk. The host device needs only to provide a single

command, e.g., a restore command. Then, the drive device

executes the restore command by copying back the data from a

write once area to a rewritable area.

The optical disk may have recording regions on first

and second surfaces opposite to each other. In such a case,

it may be desired if the rewritable area is formed on one of

the surfaces ;uul l he wriio-oncc area is formed on the other

surface. Then, even when the data on one- of the surfaces is

1 4



tics i.roycd . i (J < : n I i c: a I data can Ixi read from l.hr o Llic r

sue l ace .

IJKJ EF DI-.SCU J I'TiON Oh TH \i DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing- the structure of

an optical disk according- to the invention.

Fig-. 2 is a plan view showing- the structure of the

optical disk of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing, partially in

section, guide grooves and land parts.

Fig-. 4 is a diagram showing- the tracks near the

boundary of zones.

Fig-. 5 is a table showing the format of the disk of

Embodiment 1

.

Fig. 6 is a partial plan view showing the placement of

the guard and test tracks.

Fig. 7 is a table showing the format of the disk of

Embodiment 2

.

Fig- 8 is a table showing the format of the disk of

Embodiment 3.

Fig. 9 is a table showing an example of the format of

the disk of Embodiment 3.

Fig. 10 is a table showing another example the format

of the disk of Embodiment 4.

Fig. 1J is a diagram showing the format of the header



field in I . r m bod i me f i i. r> .

I-* i IC 1^ i« «i LahJc showing Liu- formal, of i he disk < > f

Kmbod i mcMi t 5 .

Fig. 13 is a tabJc showing- the format of Lfic disk of

[•mbodirneni 6.

Fig-. 14 is a diagram showing- the format of the header

field in Embodiment 6.

Fig-. 15 is a diagram showing- the optical disk drive

device and the host device.

Fig*. 16 is a flow chart showing- the procedure of the

operation of the drive device during- access of a target

sector in the optical disk.

Fig. 17 is a functional block diagram showing- the

optical disk drive device having- a function of power

adjustment

.

Fig:. 18 is a flow chart showing- the procedure for the

power adjustment.

Fig:- 19 is a table showing the format of the disk of

Embodiment 9

.

Fig-. 20 is a table showing: part of the disk structure

manag-ement table.

Fig:. 21 is a diagram showing allocation of . the parts of

the disk to the respective types of recording regions

according" to L-'tnbod i men I. 5).

Fi^-. Is a diagram showing a I Local, ion of i.ho parts of

- 1 65



the: disk, \i> i.h" i"(: i;|m:c I. i types of record i iij: regions

accord i to hmbod i inc m (. 10.

I* i r. i «'» diaj;'*'iff showlnj; al loculiof, o /' the par is oT

the disk to the re spec Li ve types of recording regions

according- to Embodiment 11.

Fig-. 24 is a diagram showing* the optical disk drive

device, and its function of altering the attributes of the

zones for producing a disk equivalent to a P-ROM disk.

Fig". 25 is a diagram showing- the optical disk drive

device, and its function of altering the attributes of some

only of the rewritable zones to "write-once".

Fig". 26 is a diagram showing the optical disk drive

device, and its function of altering the attributes of the

zones during- execution of a back-up command.

Fig-. 27 is a flow chart showing- the procedure of the

operation of the optical disk drive device for executing- the

back-up command

.

Fig:. 28 is a diagram showing the optical disk drive

device,- and its -function of altering: the attributes of the

zones on one surface of the disk during- execution of a back-

up command

.

Fig. 29 is a diagram showing- the optical disk drive

device, cind its function for restoring data from the write-

once area to the rowr i tab I e area.

i £ . CJO is a flow chart showing the procedure of the

.17
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UETA ILhO DESGK i I'TI ON Of- THE EKEKE'K'KEIJ EMiiOUiMEVrS

Embodiment 1

A first embodiment, Embodiment 1, will now be described

with reference to Fig's. 1 to 5. Figs. 1 and 2 show the

structure of an optical disk of Embodiment 1. A spiral

guide groove is formed on an optical disk 2. A light spot 3

is formed by focusing a light beam from a light source, not

shown, onto a land part 12 between adjacent parrs of the

guide groove. Each header field 4 comprises a sector

address field 5 and a track address field 6. The header

fields 4 are in the form of pits in the land parts 12 formed

by embossment or stamping- when the disk is fabricated. That

is. the header fields 4 are preformatted . The data fields 7

are written magneto-optically . The information in the form

of pits in the header fields 4 and the information magneto-

optically recorded in the data fields 7 are read by means of

the same light beam. Each sector 8 comprises a header field

4 and a data field 7.

Each of the physical tracks 9 corresponds to one

revolution of the optical disk 2. Each physical track i) is

composed of an integer number of sectors; A pluraii ty .oC

I 8
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physical i. racks rid j ;i <: c: ri 1. to each oUicr form <\ /.one 1 ()a . ]()h

or 10c:. Thai. is. Lhc recording 1 region (user zone?) within

the recording surfaces of the optical disk 2 is c\\v'\(\ca\ iril.o

a plural i Ly of zones by concentric boundary circular lines

centered on the center of the disk. Each of the physical

tracks in the recording- region belongs to one of the zones.

In the illustrated example, the recording- region is divided

into 31 zones (from zone No. 0 to zone No. 30). The

outermost zone No. 0 and the innermost zone No. 30 each

comprise 741 physical tracks, while other zones each

comprise 740 physical tracks. The outermost zone No. 0 has

the greatest number of sectors, and the more inward zones

have a smaller number of sectors. The difference of the

number of sectors between the adjacent zones is at least

"one", and Is "one" in the illustrated example.

In use, the disk is rotated at a constant angular

velocity regardless of which of the zones the read/write

head is accessing.

Ttie frequency of the clocks used for recording- data in

the respective zone is varied or switched so that it is

higher in the more outward zones, so that the linear

recording density is substantially constant throughout the

recording region (user zone) of the disk.

During reading. Uio frequency of the clocks is also

switched when Uic road/write head is moved from one zone to

1 U



another /. o u e .

The: innermost L racks 1 J h and the ouLcrmosl. track Mc in

the zones 1 Ob and 10<: have their header f i e 1 d 4-1 and data

field 7-2 adjacent to each other, and have their header-

fields 4-2 and data field 7-1 adjacent to each other.

The logical track structure shown in Fig-. 5 is arranged

in the physical structure described above. Fig. 5 shows an

example in which each sector consists of 1024 bytes. Each

logical track is composed of 17 sectors. The marks at the

top parts of the respective columns in the table of Fig. 5

have the following meanings:

ZN : zone number

S/R: the number of sectors per revolution (physical track)

PT/Z: the number of physical tracks in the zone

S/Z: the number of sectors in the zone = S/R x PT/Z

2 S/Z: the sum of the' numbers of the sectors of the zones

(from the first zone to the zone in question)

LT/G: the number of logical tracks in the revolution group

A LT/G: the difference in the number of logical tracks

(LT/G) between the revolution group and the revolution group

adjacent to and inside of the first-mentioned revolution

group

S/G: the number of sectors in the revolution ^roup

X S/G: the sum of the numbers of sectors in the revolution

2()
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groups (from Lhc f'i rs I. rcvol uLion H'roup lo Liu: rcvolul.ion

^roup in (|ucsl ion )

I)>: S: Lhc cl i f'l'crcnci: hf: l.wccn Lhc sum of Lhc: nuiiihc cs of" l.hc

sectors of Lhc zones and the sum of the numbers of sectors

of the revolution groups = £ S/G - £ S/Z

Each revolution group comprises a plurality of sectors.

Each revolution group corresponds to each zone. The numbers

of logical tracks of the respective revolution groups are

determined such that the sectors belonging to the respective

revolution groups are substantially equal to the number of

the sectors in the corresponding zone. As a result, the

starting point and the end point of each revolution group do

not necessarily coincide with the starting point and the end

point of the corresponding: zone, and there may be some

offset between them- The deferences (DZ S) in the

rightmost column in Fig. 5 indicate such offsets, that is,

the numbers of sectors which are not in the corresponding

zone, but in the next zone. The sectors (12 sectors in the

illustrated example) which belong to the last revolution

zone, but are not accommodated in the last zone are formed

in a spare region, formed inside of the innermost zone.

The disk with the logical tracks formed as described

above, the track address and the sector address written in

the header field of each sector corresponds to the linear

2 1
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logical ."ltltlrcss supplied from a hos l tJov i c:c . The i crm

"linear" wii.h respect. i.o the address means (.hat the

addressers arc roprcsciii.od by values which are eon seen L i ve

integers. Accordingly, the sector address and the track

address are determined through simple calculation on

integers. Al though Lhe number of sectors per revolution

differs from one zone to another, this need not be taken

account in the above calculation.

Moreover, the physical location of the sector on the

disk can be determined from the logical track address and

the sector address through simple calculation.

Embodiment 2

Another embodiment, Embodiment 2, will next be

described with reference to Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6

Illustrates a part of the optical disk of Embodiment 2, and

Fig:. 7 is a table showing a physical track structure of the

optical disk of Embodiment 2. As illustrated in Fig:, 6, In

the vicinity of the boundary of adjacent zones, at least one

physical track 14, 15 of each of the adjacent zones are

designated as guard tracks, which the user cannot use for

recording data. In addition, at least. one physical track 16

in each zone is designated as a test track, which the user

cannot use for recording data. In the j. J. I us crated example,

the innermost physical track in each zone is designated as a



tfUcird track M. an on t c r mos t physical track is designated as

the tost, track 16, and the physical track next to the

outer" mo s(. guard track 1 C> is designated as another guard

track 15.

The guard tracks 14 and 15 are for avoiding- crosstalk

near the- boundary between the adjacent zones. The guard

tracks are assigned addresses independent of the addresses

of the data recording: sectors, and the addresses of the

g-uard tracks are beyond the range of the addresses assigned

to the seciors for recording data. This will ensure that

the g-uard tracks are not accessed during: recording or

reading data, and the guard tracks are therefore not used

for recording- data.

The test track 16 is used for adjustment of the

recording power- For instance, when the drive device is

turned on, test data is recorded on the test track, with a

given recording power, and is then reproduced, and the error

occurrence rate Is determined. The recording power is then

varied In accordance with the determined error rate, and the

recording is again made with the varied recording power*

The above process is repeated until the error rate becomes

sufficiently low. The recording power is thereby optimized.

Designating the physical track between the guard tracks

1.4 and 15 in the vicinity of each boundary between zones as

the Lest track 16 is advantageous because, with such an-



arran^cmcfiL . even when an excessive power is used lor

record i nj;" in Lhc: lest irack this cioes not a f feci. i.hc tracks

used Cor recording.

However, any other track may alternatively be designated as

the test track, as mentioned above.

The test tracks 16 are assigned addresses independent

of the addresses of the data recording- sectors, and the

addresses of the test tracks are beyond the range of the

addresses assigned to the sectors for recording* data. This

will ensure that the guard tracks are not accessed during

recording or reading data, and the guard tracks are

therefore not used for recording data.

The tracks other than the guard tracks and the test

track are used for recording data, and each logical track is

formed of 17 sectors. The numbers of the logical tracks in

the respective revolution groups are determined so that the

difference in the number of the logical tracks between the

adjacent revolution groups is a constant value, which in the

illustrated example is M 43 M
. With such an arrangement, the

number of the logical tracks can be determined through

simple calculation on integers, and management using a table

or the like is unnecessary.

Fig. 7 shows the logical track structure of Embodiment

2. it is similar to that of Fig. 5. However, the number of

the physical tracks in each of the zones N'o . 0 and No. 30 is



740. which is the same as the: number of logical L racks in

each of Llio o I. her /.ones.

In I*" i • 7, the marks which are at. t.he Lop part, s of the

respective columns and which are identical to chose in Fig-.

5 have the same meanings as those in Fig-. 5. "G+T" in Fig-.

7 denote the number of sectors in the guard tracks and the

test track in the zone.

Embodiment 2 has an advantage over Embodiment 1 with

regard to the following- points: First, in Embodiment 1, the

end point of the last logical track in each revolution group

does not coincide with the end point of the zone, and some

sectors are in the next zone, and the number of such sectors

in the next zone is not constant. In such a case, the

switching- of the clocks must be controlled in the logical

track. It is therefore necessary to perform management over

substitution (for accessing the spare sectors in place of

defect sectors) . and the management over control related to

the actual physical arrangement (e.g., the switching of the

clocks).- Secondly, crosstalks between adjacent tracks may

occur near the zone boundaries. Thirdly, adjustment of

power using a test track cannot be made. Furthermore, there

is no rule or regularity on the number of logical tracks in

the respective revolution groups, so that it is necessary to

provide a table storing the number of logical tracks in each

revolution group, and this table needs to be referred to for
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the conversion from Lhc logical address Lo the physical

add rcss .

The logical I. rack structure shown in !•*
j g . 7 solves l. he

problem discussed above. The log-icaJ. tracks of each

revolution are all accommodated in the corresponding- zone.

Moreover, by the provision of the guard tracks, the

crosstalks at the zone boundary is eliminated. Furthermore,

the recording power can be adjusted using- the test track-

In addition, since the difference in the number of logical

tracks between adjacent revolution groups is constant,

conversion from the logical address to the physical address

can be achieved by simple calculation, and does not require

a table.

Embodiment 3

Another embodiment. Embodiment 3, will next be

described with reference to Fig. 8. It is similar to

Embodiment 2, but differs from it in the following respects:

With the format of the logical track of Embodiment 2,

the number of sectors remaining in each revolution group

after assigning the required number of tracks for data

recording differs from one track to another. As a result,

it is necessary to record the number of the remaining

sectors in a table and refer to i t in determining the

physical location.

26
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i 14" H Jifiows l.lK: logical track sti'ijcl.un: for- solving

the abovf: problem. The marks which arc at. the u>p par is of

Uk: respect i ve ro I umns ami which arc Identical l.o Lhosr: in

Fig-, f) or 7 have the same meaning's as those in Pig-. 5 or 7.

"DUM" denotes the number of sectors remaining: after

assigning: the logical tracks, " A DUM " denotes the difference

in DUM between adjacent zones, and "RES" denotes the sum of

DUM and G + T

.

As seen from Fig-. 8, the difference in the number of

the logical tracks. LT/G, between adjacent revolution groups

is of a constant number, e.g., 43. and the three physical

tracks are reserved for the guard tracks and the test track,

and the number of the remaining sectors, DUM, is of a

constant number, e.g., "6" in the illustrated example.

Accordingly, the physical location of the sector can be

determined through calculation using a formula in which the

number of the remaining sectors, DUM, is incorporated, and

it is not necessary to provide a table storing the number of

remaining sectors of the respective revolution groups, which

were necessary when the number of the remaining sectors

differ from one revolution group to another.

Embodiment 4

Another embodiment. Embodiment 4, will next be

described with reference to Figs. 9 and 10. This embodiment

27



is identical to Km bod i .me n I. 2. except Lhal. • Lhc number o f Liu*

()liys i C(i I [.racks per revolution [(roup and Lhc? number of Lhc;

revolution groups within the recording roffion of the disk

differ from those of Ljnbod i men t 2.

The format of the logical tracks of Embodiment 3 solved

the problems of Embodiments 1 and 2, and the number of the

remaining- sectors is a positive number, so that the logical

tracks do not bridge adjacent zones. Moreover, the physical

location of a target sector can be determined through

calculation on integers, without referring to a table.

However, the remaining sectors in which no data is recorded

exist. The capacity of the disk is not fully utilized.

Figs. 9 and 10 shows logical track structures for

solving the above problems of Embodiment 3. Fig. 9 shows a

case in which each sector consists of 1024 bytes, while Fig.

10 shows a case in which each sector consists of 512 bytes.

In each of Figs. 9 and 10. the total number of sectors in

each revolution group corresponds to an integer number of

logical -tracks, and the difference in the number of logical

tracks between adjacent revolution groups is a constant

number, which is "176" in Fig. 9, or "54" in Fig. 10.

in the illustrated examples, no guard and test tracks

are provided. However, they may be provided in the same way

as in Embodiment 3.

2H
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l\mb od i m e [i L

Another emboci i nie n t , Kmbod lmont f> . will next, hr

described with rc fcronco i.o !•'
I (,

r s . 11 and 12. In this

embodiment, each sector consists of 1024 bytes. The

structure of the disk is identical to that shown in Fig's. 1

to 3. but the header field of each sector differs from that

of Fig*. 1. That is, as shown in Fig. 1, it has two header

sections 4a and 4b. Each of the header sections 4a and 4b

comprises a track address field 6, a sector address field 5

and an ID field 21. Identical addresses are recorded in the

track address fields 6 and the sector address fields 5 in

the two header sections 4a and 4b. The addresses indicate

the sector of which the header sections 4a and 4b form a

part. The identical addresses are written in duplicate in

order to improve the reliability. A binary "0" is written

in the ID field 21 in the first header section 4a. and a

binary M l" is written in the ID field 21 in the second

header section 4b- The ID field 21 in each header section

4a or 4U thereby identifies the header section, i.e.,

whether it is the first header section or the second header

section in each sector.

Fig-. 12 shows the logical track structure. The marks

which are at the top parts of the respective columns and

which are identical to those in Fitfs. 5, 7 or 8 have, the

same meanings as those in Kijcs. 5. 7 and 8. "S/LT M denotes

2 (J



the numbc/- of sccl.ors per logical track . The arran^ciiKrfii. of

Lhc tracks as shown is k<u\(* rn \ \ y Identical to thai of j
jr f-

but (1 i ffcrs from that of K i . 53 In the f'o 1 1 o.v i n ^ respects:

First, the number of zones is not 31 as in Fig;. 5, but is

30. Each zone has 752 physical tracks. Each Logical track

has 2
n sectors. In the illustrated example n = 4 so that 2

n

= 2
4

= 16 sectors

.

As illustrated in Fig. 11. the track address field 6 is

formed of 16 bits, and is used to represent an address value

of from "0" to "22560", and the sector address field 5 is

formed of 4 bits and is used to represent an address value

of from "0"
. to "15"

.

As has been described, since the track address is

represented by 2n or 16 bits, calculation of the track

address is easy.

Embodiment 6

Another embodiment, Embodiment 6 t will next be descried

with reference to Fi^s. 13 and 14. Each sector consists of

1024 bytes, like Embodiment 5. As illustrated in Fig*. 13,

each of the zones Nos. 0 to 29 comprises 768 physical tracks

10, and each logrical track consists of t2& sec tors

.

Addresses are written in duplicate. Fig-. 14 shows header

sections 4a and 4b. The track nddrcss f> is composed of I 6>

bits and is used to represent a value of from "0" to

no



"2.'J040" . The scclor address r> is eompo s cd of* 7 bits and is

nsf:fl Lcj i'f:prcs(!fil * i value of from "0" t.o "127". The? ID

f i e I (I is <-ompos ed of ;\ single bit and is used i.o rcproscn I.

"0" or "1".

With ihe arrangement of the logical tracks described

above, the track address and sector address read from the

disk correspond directly (as is) to the linear logical

address from a host device, and the actual track and sector

addresses can be determined through simple calculation on

integers . Moreover, any difference in the number of sectors

per revolution need not be taken account of.

Embodiment: 7

Another embodiment, Embodiment 7, will next be

described with reference to Fig's. 15 and 16. This

embodiment relates to an optical disk drive device, and in

particular to its operation for accessing the target sector

on an optical disk having been loaded onto the drive device.

Fig. 15 shows an optical disk drive device 31 used for

writing in and reading from optical disks, and a host device

32 connected to the optical disk drive device 31. The

optical disk 2 is actually loaded in the optical disk device

31 but is shown to be placed outside the device 31 for the

sake or convenience of* illustration. The host device 32

provides commands for writing on or reading from the optical



d i sk ^. ( < j j£ c : 1. 1 1 (
M" wiih I Ik- d(?sl jfiiaLion o (' tho .itld r'c ss on or

from which the writing or rending is to he: c:o n d u c; t e d . The

address is a I hiciar address.

U[;on receipt of such a comma nd . the drive device 31

performs the operation for seeking: the track in which the

sector corresponding to the designated address is located.

The operation for writing: and reading" is known, and its

description is omitted.

Fig;. 16 shows the seek operation. The drive device 31

first reads the logical track address of the currently-

accessed track, i.e., the logical track which the read/write

head of the optical disk drive device is now confronting or

accessing( 102 ) . Then, on the basis of the track number

having been read, the zone to which the currently-accessed

logical track belongs, is identified, that is the zone

number is determined (104). Then, the physical location of

the logical track of which the address has been read is

determined (106). Then, the linear logical address from the

host device 32 is converted Into the logical track address

(108). Then, the zone number of the zone to which the

target logical track belongs is determined (110). Then, the

physical location of the target sector is determined (112).

Then, the number of physical tracks which lie between and

the currently-accessed track and the target position, i.e..

winch have* to be traversed for the seek operation, is .

:\2
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de Lc rm i i kmI . l.nkinjc into f:ons i dcr.i I i on Liu: /.one number (114).

Then. the bead is moved for traversing the: number of

physical i. racks. Lha t. is de te rrn i ned to lie between the

current J y-acccssed track and Che target position (1.16). The

above operation is repeated until the target track is

reached (118) .

When the head arrives at the target track, the

addresses in the respective sectors are read, to find out

the target sector.

Using the optical disks of the above embodiments

exhibit advantages in the above-described seek operation.

For instance, if a disk of any of Embodiments 1. 2 an 3 is

used, the conversion at the step 108 is accomplished by

simple calculation: That is, the logical track address At

and the logical sector address As are given as the integral

quotient and the remainder of the division:

AL/(S/LT)

wherein S/LT is the number of sectors per logical track, and

AL is the linear logical address from the host device.

Accordingly, the table for the conversion of the address is

not necessary and the configuration of the drive device

and/or the software for i m"p 1 emen t i ng the seek operation is

simplified.



An addj l. ional ;i(Iv;iiiI.;ikc obtained i I' a disk nl

Knibod i men i 2 is used is" thai, the determination ol the /.one

number at the step 104 and at the step 110 is made nsinj; the

fo I I owj n g- r e J a t i oitslu p :

2N x ILT/G ZNsb q - (LT/G ZN = 0
- A LT/G x ZN)}/2

= 17 x At • (the number of remaining" sectors as stored in

the table )

.

where LT/G Z y = Q is the number of the logical tracks in the

zone No . 0. The table needs only to store the number of the

remaining- sectors, which are relatively small figures.

Therefore, the required size of the table is small, and the

configuration of the device or the software for implementing

the seek operation is simplified.

An additional advantage obtained if a disk of Embodiment

3 is used is that the determination of the zone number at

the step 104 and at the step 110 is made using the following

relationship:

ZN x {LT/GZN = 0 + (LT/GZN = 0 - A LT/G x ZN)}/2

= 17 x At

Thus, the correction using the number of remaining seer tors

as stored in the table is not required. it is therefore not:

;s4



ii('('css;i r v i.o [M'ov idc such ;i table lor Lhc; cj (M. e !' m i n a I. i o r i of

l.hc /one number a I. Lhc s l.cp 104 or 110.

Km bod i men t 8

Another embodiment. Lrnbodiment 8, will next be

described with reference to Figs. 17 and 18. 'This

embodiment relates to an optical disk drive device, and in

particular to its operation for adjusting: the power of the

laser .beam used for writing-. Such adjustment is conducted

prior to the actual writing, e.g.. when the drive device is

turned on. Fig-. 17 is a block diagram showing the function

of the drive device. As illustrated, the drive device 31,

which may be connected to a host device as shown in Fig-. 15,

comprises a controller 33 provided with a CPU, a ROM and a

RAM, a recording- circuit 34, a laser controller 35, a

read/write head 36 with a built-in semiconductor laser, a

reproducing- circuit 37, and an evaluation circuit 38. The

controller 33 is responsive .to commands from the host device

32 for -sending control signals to various parts of the

device 31 to conduct the writing power adjustment. It

outputs a designation of the initial value of the writing-

power. The recording- circuit 34 conducts recording- of test

data responsive to the control signals from the controller

3:* . That. is. it provides the test data used for the

recording for the purpose of power adjustment. The laser



conl.rol !.*/• M > mod u I ;i I. < : s J.hc Icsi. (Ltt.i suppl i ed from [..he

record i n k ci rcui l :M and supplies tin: mod u I a Led test, data to

llic rcrjrJ/wr i Lc head M> . J 1. sets Liu: laser power I o Uic

i n i L i a J value designated by the control Jcr 33 . The

read /write head 36 records the test data on the disk 2 with

the power that is set by the laser controller 35. The

read/write head 36 also reads the test data having been

recorded. The reproducing- circuit 37 demodulates the test

data read by the read/write head 36. The evaluation circuit

38 evaluates the fidelit}' of the reproduced data with

respect to the test data output from the recording circuit

34. That is. it determines the error rate in the reproduced

data, and evaluates the quality of reproduced data. On the

basis of the evaluation, the controller 33 varies the set

value of the writing" power. The above described steps are

repeated to obtain the optimum writing- power.

Fig. 18 shows the above-described procedure for

determining- the optimum writing power. First an initial

value af the writing power is set (202) f and the writing is

conducted with the initial value (204). Then, the test data

having- been written is reproduced (206). Then, the quality

of the reproduced data is evaluated (208). If the quality

is found satisfactory, the process is terminated. If not,

judgement is made whether the power is too Inr^o or too

small (210). IT the power is found too lar^o, the set .value
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o f Lhc power is 1 owe red (.212). If Liu: power is found loo

small, l.lw: set. value: is raised ( 2 1
'1 ) . Then. i. he process is

rclurncd to the sU*p 204. The above -desc r i bed steps arc

repeated untiJ the quality o I* the reproduced data is found

satisfactory.

Embodimen t 9

Another embodiment, Embodiment 9, will next be

described with reference to Fig. 19. The structure of the

disk of this embodiment is generally identical to that of

Embodiment 1. However, as will be detailed below, the

attributes of the zones can be set independently of each

other. The term "attribute" as used herein refer to an

indication or designation the type of the recording- area,

i.e., it indicates whether the area in question is of a

read/write type, a write-once type or a read-only zype

.

Fig:. 19 shows the logical track structure of the disk

of this embodiment. Each sector consists of 1024 bytes and

each lQgrical track consists of 17 sectors. The marks which

are at the top parts of the respective columns and which are

identical to those in Figs, 5,7, 8 and 12 have the same

meanings as those in Figs. 5, 7. 8 and 12. "FLT" denotes

the address of the first logical track in the zone. " LT"

denotes the numbers of the logical tracks for recording

data, spare tracks or parity tracks in the zone. "TEST"

'M
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denotes Liu: numbers o I the Lest (.racks in Lhc: /.one . "I'AK"

denotes Lhc: numbers of the par J Ly tracks in Lhc /one. The

parity Lracks are used to record parity symbols when the

zone is designated as the 0 - ROM type .

As shown in Fig-. 19. the recording- region is divided

into 30 zones, zone Nos . 0 to 29. Each zone .. con s i s t s of 748

physical tracks. The number of the logical tracks in each

zone can be determined by dividing the number of sectors in

the zone by 17. The number of the parity tracks varies from

144 to 86 with the increase of the zone number from 0 to 29.

the difference between the adjacent zones being- two. To

determine the number of the parity tracks for each zone, it

is only necessary to decrement by two. Such determination

can be made by simple calculation on integers, and no table

need be referred to for this calculation.

Fig*. 20 shows part of the disk structure management

table of the disk of Embodiment 9, in which each sector

comprises 1024 bytes . The disk structure management table

is provided at the head of the defect management region (at

the head of the user zone, or at the first sector in the

first (No. 0) zone.

The 0-th to 21st bytes in the table are for information

relating to defect management, and are not directly relevant

to the invention, so that their illustration and description

arc omitted. The 22nd to 51st bytes are for identifying the

3H
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Lypc o ( c.icli of the /.ones Nos . 0 In '.'/.)
. The 'l>pr*' ;r, iiic;iiiI.

here is c i i h c r I he l< / W ( r cad / wr J t. c or rcwri Uihlcj I > pr . i.hc

WO (wri l.c once J type or the 0-KOM (Cully embossed or read-

only) type . as described above. The value "0 1. " in the row

of each byte indicates that the corresponding- zone is of the

R/W type, "02" in the row of each byte indicates that the

corresponding- zone is of the 0-ROM type, and "03" in the row

of each byte indicates that the corresponding- zone is of the

WO type. "/" between "01", "02" and "03" signifies "or".

When che disk is of the R/W type, the 22nd to 51st

bytes are all set to "01". When the disk is of the W0 t}'pe .

the 22nd to 51st bytes are all set to "03". When the disk

is of the 0-ROM type, the 22nd to 51st bytes are all set to

"02". When the disk is of the P-ROM type (i.e., the disk

comprises one or more zones of the R/W type and one or more

zones of the 0-R0M type) f the bytes corresponding- to the R/W

type zones are set to "01"
. while the bytes corresponding to

the 0-ROM type zones are set to "02".

When the disk is of the R/W + WO type (i.e., the disk

comprises one or more zones of the R/W type and one or more

zones of the WO type) , the bytes corresponding: to the R/W

type zones are set to "01", while the bytes corresponding- to

the WO type zones are set to "03",

When the disk is of the W0 + 0-ROM type (i.e.. the disk

comprises one or more /ones of the W0 type and one or more

30



/ones ul Mm: (J ROM l.yp'-j-. l he hy I r:. correspond i t o \.\\r WO

l.ypc /.ones are set. i.o "O.'i". wl.i i I e i he bytes cur rcsp(;ii(J i t.o

the 0-ROM type: /.ones are set lo "02".

When Uki disk is of the R/W < WO < 0-ROM type (i.e..

the disk comprises one or more zones of the R/W type, one or

more zones of the WO type, and one or more zones of 0-ROM

type), the bytes corresponding- to the R/W type zones are set

to "01"
, the bytes corresponding- to the WO type zones are

set to "03, and the bytes corresponding- to the 0-ROM type

are set to "02 "

.

Each zone can be set to any type independently of other

zones

.

In the past, only four types of disks, i.e., the R/W

type, the WO t.vpe, the 0-ROM type and the P-ROM type, were

available. According to the above embodiment, three

additional types, i.e.. the R/W + WO type, the WO + 0-ROM

type, and the R/W + WO + 0-ROM type are available. In all",

seven types are thus available.

Moreover, in the prior art P-ROM type disk, the disk is

divided into two parts by a circular boundary line, and the

zone or zones outside of the boundary line is of one of the

R/W type and the WO type, and the zone or zones inside of

the boundary line is of the other of the R/W type or the 0-

ROM l.ypc . In contrast, according to this, embodiment, each

of (.he zones can be set to any type free ly .

AO
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Another cmbod i me n t . Fmbod J men t 1.0, will next be

described with reference to F i g . 21. As described earlier,

the disk is rotateci at a constant angular velocity in use.

and the frequency of the clocks used .for recording- and

reading- is switched depending on the zone in which the

read/write head is accessing. Where the disk contains the

R/W type zone or zones, the WO type zone or zones, and the

0-ROM type zone or zones, the R/W zone or zones are placed

in the outermost part of the disk, the 0-ROM type zone or

zones are placed in the innermost part of the disk and the

WO type zone or zones are placed in the intermediate part of

the disk, as illustrated in Fig:. 21. The reason is that the

data transfer rate is higher in the more outward zones, so

that the more outward zones are assigned for the type of the

recording zones which are more frequently accessed. In the

above described situation, the R/W type is most frequency

accessed because three types of operations, i.e.. reading,

writing and erasing operations are performed, so that the

outermost part of the disk is allocated to the R/W type

zones. The WO type zone or zones are accessed more

frequently than the 0-ROM type because the former

additionally permits the writing operation, although only

once. The W/O type zones arc therefore placed more outward

4 I



than the: O-KOM l.y pc: /oiics

Km bod i men t 1 1

Another embodiment, K/nbodimenl 11, will next be

described with reference to Fig. 22. The disk is basically

of the same structure as that of the Embodiment 10, but it

only contains the R/W type zone or zones and the WO type

zone or zones. The R/W type zone or zones are placed more

outward than the W/0 type zone or zones, because R/W zones

are more frequently accessed.

Embodiment 12

Another embodiment, Embodiment 12, will next be

described with reference to Fig-- 23. The disk is basically

of the same structure as that of the Embodiment 10, but it

only contains the WO type zone or zones and the 0-ROM type

zone or zones. The WO type zone or zones are placed more

outward than the 0-ROM type zone or zones, because the

former -permits writing operation, although only once.

Embodiment 13

Another embodiment. Embodiment 13, will next be

described with reference to Fig- 24. This embodiment

relates to an optical disk drive: device :n which alters the

attributes of the /.ones in the manner described below.- The

4 2



drive device 31 is cf)fUK : r : t ed Lo a host (lev i cc ;j ) by an

i ri i.c; r faee such as SCSI. The op Ileal disk 2 is ) oaded in i.) K .

drive device 31 , hut. is shown Lo he: placed outside I. he drive

device 3] for convenience of i 1 1 us t r a t i on .

In this embodiment, the recording region is entirely of

the R/W type when fabricated. However, the area denoted as

"vacant" is initially inaccessible. The drive device 31 has

the function of altering: the attributes of the zones written /

in the management table. This function is performed by

executing a command A. When the drive device 31 receives

the command A from the host device 32, the attributes of the

zones designated by the command A are altered to "WO". At

the same time, the zones which have been inaccessible are

altered to accessible R/W zones (as indicated by B). The

zones having* been altered to WO type permits writing of data

once, and after that the data cannot be altered. That is

this part is now like ROM type part. The R/W part, which

have been altered from inaccessible part, now permits

writing and reading. Thus, a disk having the same function

as P-ROM is obtained.

The alteration of the attributes can be made by the

user, and the attributes having been altered to WO may be

returned to R/W.

An ad vantage of the disk of this omb.odirnp.nt is lower

cost in sonic applications. P-ROM disks with their ROM* part

<\:\
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formed i>y '..-in I jo s sine n I. is expensive: where the number of Hie

fj i sk produced a I. th<: s/iine Lime is limited because ol' the

relatively h i tfh cost o Y fabricating the original disk, in

contrast, the disks formed in the above manner arc less

expensive and yet have the same function as P-ROM disks

having- embossed part.

Embodiment 14

Another embodiment, Embodiment 14, will next be

described with reference to Fig:. 25. This embodiment also

relates to an optical disk drive device 31 capable of

altering- the attributes of the zones. In Embodiment 13, the

accessible R/w zones are all changed to WO zones. In

Embodiment 14, the attributes of only such zones which are

designated by a command C are altered. e.g*., to WO (as

indicated by D) . Such alteration is desired for instance to

prevent alteration of data only in certain zones.

Embodiment 15

Another embodiment. Embodiment 15, will next be

described with reference to Fig. 26. This embodiment also

relates to an optical disk drive device capable of altering*

the attributes of the zones and executing- a back-up command.

Description of the parts identical to those in I" i ^ . 24 is

omitted. The attributes of the zones are written in the
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. alternate?

zones arc designated as K/W zones and intervening zones are

designated as WC) zones. The total capacity of the WO zones

is about the same as the total capacity of the R/\V zones.

A procedure for control for executing- a back-up command

is shown in Fig. 27. First, when the drive device 31

receives the command from a host device (302), it determines

whether it is an inquiry on capacity, a read/write command,

or a back-up command (304). If it is the inquiry, the an

answer indicating the capacity of the R/W area is sent to

the host device (306). If it is the read/write command

(308), judgement is then made whether the read/write head is

accessing an R/W area (310), and if the answer is

affirmative, the command is executed (312). If it is the

back-up command (314) , a message indicating that the

execution of the command is completed is sent to the host

device (316). and the data in the R/W area is copied Into

the W0 area (320), when it is found that the host device is

not accessing. If necessary, the attributes of the zones

are altered to "R/W" (318) prior to the copying, and

returned to "W0" (322) after the copying. In Fig. 26. the

back-up command is indicated by E , and the alteration of the

attributes in the table is indicated by F and H. and the

copying of uhe data is indicated by G.
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Another cMnbod i men l . Km bod J men l 1G. will next. be

described. This embodiment also relates to an optical disk

drive device capable of altering the attributes of the

zones. The embodiment is similar to Embodiment 15. The

optical disk 2 permits recording on both sides or surfaces.

The drive device 31 has the function of reading- from and

writing- on both surfaces of the disk without turning the

disk 2 upside down. A first surface is entirely an R/W

area, while a second surface is entirely a WO area. By the

same procedure shown in Fig. 27. the back-up command is

executed. That is, responsive to a back-up command (I), the

attributes of the second surface is altered to R/w (J), the

data on the first surface is copied to the second surface

(K) , and the attributes of the second surface is returned to

(L) . Because the second surface is returned to WO after the

copying, the data having been copied into the second surface

is not destroyed by a device which does not have the

function of altering the attribute.

Embodiment 17

Another embodiment. Embodiment 17. will next be

described with reference to Fi£S. 29 and 30. This

embodiment also relates to an optical disk drive device 31

capable of altering the attributes of the zones.
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Description of the? parts identical to those in Kitfs. 2H and

28 is omitted. When the drive device 3 1 receives a restore

command (M) from the host device 32 (402), Jt sends a

message back to the host device 32 indicating- the execution

of the restore command is completed (404). and copies the

data in the WO area to the R/W area (406).

The invention has been described with reference to the

illustrated embodiments. However, various modifications are

possible without departing from the scope of the invention.
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